Correlations of cognitive functioning with brain activation during a sternberg item recognition paradigm (SIRP) were investigated in patients with schizophrenia and in healthy controls studied at 8 sites. To measure memory scanning times, 4 response time models were fit to SIRP data. The best fitting model assumed exhaustive serial memory scanning followed by self-terminating memory search and involved one intercept parameter to represent SIRP processes not contributing directly to memory scanning. Patients displayed significantly longer response times with increasing memory load and differed on the memory scanning, memory search, and intercept parameters of the best fitting probability model. Groups differed in the correlation between the memory scanning parameter and linear brain response to increasing memory load within left inferior and left middle frontal gyrus, bilateral caudate, and right precuneus. The pattern of findings in these regions indicated that high scanning capacity was associated with high neural capacity among healthy subjects but that scanning speed was uncoupled from brain response to increasing memory load among schizophrenia patients. Group differences in correlation of the best fitting model's scanning parameter with a quadratic trend in brain response to increasing memory load suggested inefficient or disordered patterns of neural inhibition among individuals with schizophrenia, especially in the left perirhinal and entorhinal cortices. The results show at both cognitive and neural levels that disordered memory scanning contributes to deficient SIRP performance among schizophrenia patients.
Introduction
Understanding the brain substrate of cognitive impairment is a fundamental project for neurobiological theories of schizophrenia. Investigators have advanced deficit models 1 or inefficiency models to explain dysfunctional brain-behavior organization among individuals with schizophrenia. 2 Deficit models assume that impaired cognitive functioning in schizophrenia is caused by the diminished neural activity of unresponsive neurons. 1 Inefficiency models assume that when mildly impaired to normal performance is observed among individuals with schizophrenia, performance will be associated with the increased neural activity of neurons with reduced computational power. 2 When used to interpret the results from functional brain imaging studies, the 2 models are not mutually exclusive in that some cognitive task conditions might elicit deficient functioning whereas others might elicit inefficient functioning.
To investigate the relationship between task performance and brain activity in schizophrenia, investigators have manipulated experimental variables related to cognitive function and/or have plotted the association of brain activity with performance. 2, 3, 20 When brain activity is plotted against performance, a simple deficit model predicts the same regression curve for individuals with schizophrenia as found among healthy individuals. The difference in the plots of patient and healthy comparison groups would appear as a greater concentration of patients at the low performance/low activity end of the curve. A simple inefficiency model accounts for the brainbehavior functioning of individuals with schizophrenia by assuming a leftward shift of the accuracy/activity curve found among healthy individuals. 19, 66 For schizophrenia patients and healthy individuals who respond at the same level of performance, a leftward shift in the patient group would predict increased amounts of brain activity among some individuals with schizophrenia. Simple models assume that the association of performance with brain activation has the same shape and direction among individuals with schizophrenia as observed among those without. It is theoretically important, therefore, that performance-activity plots obtained from some studies have revealed patterns of correlation that are qualitatively different among individuals with schizophrenia compared with healthy participants. 2, 3 Neither the simple deficit model nor the simple inefficiency model predict these differential patterns of correlation.
Correlations between performance and brain activity have enriched the database that neurobiological theories of schizophrenia need to explain. Yet, interpretations of these correlations are limited by the complexity of the cognitive tasks used and by the complexity of the brain's response to cognitive challenges. Possibly, different cognitive components of complex tasks might be related to neural activity in different brain areas, whereas brain activity itself might change as task demands change over trials. A variety of specialized experimental designs, such as event-related or trial-based designs, exist to decompose the brain's response to changing task demands into separate epochs. 4, 5 Multivariate techniques, such as independent components analysis, can also decompose the temporal signal from functional imaging studies into spatiotemporal components of brain response. 6, 7 Yet, these specialized designs and multivariate techniques have their focus on decomposing the brain's response and have contributed less to the decomposition of cognitive function into theoretically meaningful components.
In this study, we used probability models to decompose global response times (RTs) into processing times related to component cognitive functions underlying working memory (WM) retrieval on an item recognition paradigm. 8, 9 WM impairment appears to be a core neuropsychological deficit among individuals with schizophrenia. [10] [11] [12] Deficits in WM have been reported in medication-naive, first-episode schizophrenia patients and persist throughout the course of the disorder. 13 Compromised WM performance predicts poorer community outcome and impaired skill learning more successfully than do positive psychotic symptoms. 14, 15 Impaired WM performance is also observed among individuals with a genetic risk of schizophrenia, suggesting that WM dysfunction contributes to an individual's vulnerability to the disorder, in addition to its contribution to a patient's disability. [16] [17] [18] This study examined cognitive processes underlying memory load effects on a fixed-set variant of the Sternberg item recognition paradigm (SIRP). The task involved the presentation of a memory set that included 1, 3, or 5 digits followed by 14 probe digits. Participants responded manually to indicate whether or not a probe digit was included in the memory set just studied. Because it encompassed a large number of probe trials, the multiprobe, fixed-set design efficiently assessed the brain's response to memory probe events under different memory load conditions. We chose to study the SIRP because findings of abnormal brain response among individuals with schizophrenia have been replicated for SIRP tasks, increasing the likelihood of finding meaningful correlations between cognitive function and brain activity. 2, 20 The task has also previously been used in behavioral studies to investigate short-term WM functioning among groups of patients with schizophrenia. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] An important challenge to correlating performance from this task with brain activity is that performance is determined by several cognitive processes related to stimulus encoding, memory access, decision making, and response selection and execution. 8, 9 When memory load is manipulated, as in functional brain imaging studies of individuals with schizophrenia, the memory access stage of processing becomes the primary process of interest. For investigators interested in performance/brain activity correlations, it would be desirable to have a measure of memory access separate from measures of other cognitive functions involved in the task. There is a long history of modeling the RTs obtained from SIRP-type tasks, providing several well-validated probability models useful in decomposing global RTs into theoretically meaningful components processes. 8, 9 One well-validated SIRP finding is that RTs are generally a linear function of the memory set size. 9 The linearity supports the strategy of assigning separate cognitive functions to the RT line's slope from the cognitive functions assigned to the line's intercept on the ordinate axis. 8, 9 The slope component is often assumed to reflect a short-term WM scanning process with all processing unrelated to memory load affecting the intercept value. 8, 9 When considering different memory scanning models, it is useful to plot RT by memory set size for positive trials-when the target probe is included in the memory set-separately from negative trials-when the target probe is not included in the memory set. One intuitive model for accessing memory set items assumes that the target probe is serially compared or scanned with each member of the memory set. Once a match occurs, the individual terminates the search. 8 This serial, self-terminating model has been well studied and, despite its intuitive appeal, does not often fit group data. 8 Typically, the self-terminating search model does not simultaneously fit the RT slopes of both negative and positive trials. Alternative models have questioned the self-terminating assumption leading to the exhaustive Working Memory Retrieval in Schizophrenia serial search model that generally fits positive and negative slopes better. Other alternatives have questioned the serial assumption leading to parallel processing models that predict similar or different slope patterns from the predictions of the serial exhaustive model, depending on the architecture of the particular parallel model. 9 Although the multiprobe, fixed-set design of our SIRP task increased its efficiency when detecting the brain's response to memory probes, the length of the probe period might have introduced episodic recognition processes into the set of mechanisms that determine performance. Models that combine memory scanning with episodic memory search have been studied in healthy individuals. 21 To increase the range of predictions that our models can make, we evaluated a hybrid memory scanning/search model, which assumes that a memory search occurs after memory scanning is complete. Presumably, memory search is a strategy individuals use to recheck the validity of the decision based on memory scanning. Rechecking has been advanced in lexical retrieval models to account for evidence of combined effects of automated and expectancy mechanisms on lexical decision times. 22 The lexical decision results show that even when tasks are performed at high accuracy under time pressure, subjects will use multiple sources of information to make decisions prior to responding. 22 We extend this principle of multifactorial decision making to our analysis of the SIRP by introducing the concept of rechecking into the hybrid model. Of particular interest for our study is that the hybrid model was the only model we considered that predicted convergent slopes between negative and positive RT curves (see below).
We studied 4 SIRP RT models to select the best fitting model to decompose RTs into component RTs. These processes would be reflected in model parameters that separate the overall RT into measures of memory scanning speed; encoding, response selection, and response execution speed; and, possibly, memory search speed. To test hypotheses about group differences in performance/brain activity correlations, we fit the best fitting model to each participant's RT data in order to obtain model parameter estimates on a case-by-case basis. Our aim was to estimate separate memory scanning and memory search speeds from the speeds of other cognitive processes involved in the SIRP. We then correlated the memory scanning and memory search parameters with measures of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) response obtained during a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan while subjects performed the SIRP. Given the findings of abnormal brain activation to increasing memory load among individuals with schizophrenia in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), 19, 20 we anticipated group differences in the correlation of the best fitting model's memory scanning parameter with BOLD response to increasing memory load in the PFC. This hypothesis assumes that the abnormal brain response observed at the group level will mediate some of the variation in level of impairment within the patient group and that this mediation is different from that observed among healthy participants. Because a previous event-related fMRI study has found that PFC activation was exclusively associated with the SIRP's probe period, 53 we focus our analysis on BOLD data obtained during the memory probe period.
Methods

Participants
One hundred and two outpatients with Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV), 30 diagnoses of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder and 103 healthy comparison subjects, matched groupwise on age and gender to the patients, were recruited at each of 8 sites throughout the United States. Recruitment targets aimed for equal numbers of patients and comparison subjects to be enrolled from each site. To be included in the study, individuals needed to be between the ages of 18 and 70 years, be fluent in English, and have normal hearing and natural or correctable eyesight sufficient to read the visual display in magnet rooms. Individuals were excluded from the study if they had a contraindication to MRI, a current major neurological or medical illness, previous head injury with loss of consciousness greater than 30 minutes, substance and/ or alcohol dependence, an estimated IQ score less than 75 as measured by the North American Adult Reading Test (NAART), 31 or were being treated for migraines. Individuals with hypertension could be studied provided their blood pressure was controlled. Patients were excluded if they met criteria for DSM-IV diagnoses other than schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder or had significant extrapyramidal symptoms or tardive dyskinesia as predetermined by movement scale results (see scales below). Schizophrenia patients were required to be clinically stable with no significant changes in their psychotropic medications in the previous two months. Comparison subjects were excluded if they had a current or past psychiatric disorder or if a first-degree family member had a diagnosis of a psychotic illness. All sites received local institutional review board approval for this study.
Clinical Assessment and Scales
Prior to the onset of the study, a study investigator experienced in the assessment of schizophrenia (J.L.) trained clinical raters on the administration of the clinical scales and the Structured Clinical interview for DSM-IV axis I disorders (SCID-1, patient with psychotic screen and non-patient editions). 32 All participants received the SCID, a demographics questionnaire, the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, 33 Socioeconomic Status Questionnaire, 34 the NAART, 31 Simpson Angus Scale, 67 the Barnes Akathisia Scale, 68 and the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale. 35 In addition, all patients received symptom ratings on Scales for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms and Negative Symptoms (SANS). 36 
Sternberg Item Recognition Paradigm
This fixed-set, item recognition task was programmed in E-Prime version 1.1.4.1 (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, Inc). Each 360-second SIRP run was composed of 6 blocks of memory items separated by fixation blocks (figure 1). During a run, 2 memory sets for each memory set size were presented twice. Stimuli were visually presented using the projection method standard at each site. Each memory block was composed of a prompt, an encode epoch, and a probe epoch. The 1.5-second prompt cued subjects to learn the subsequent memory set composed of 1, 3, or 5 digits presented during the encode period for 6 seconds. The 38-second probe period was composed of 7 positive trials where the probe digit was a member of the memory set just presented randomly intermixed with 7 negative trials. Responses were recorded on a SRBox response device. 65 Both accuracy and RTs were recorded. Three runs were acquired with the order of presentation of the memory set sizes varied across the runs. Participants responded to 42 positive and 42 negative probes over all trials associated with a particular memory set size. See the caption to figure 1 for more details about task timing including how probe target presentation was jittered. The task was pilot tested and refined in a group of individuals with schizophrenia in order to create a task that they could perform at high accuracy.
Image Acquisition
Images were acquired from 8 magnet sites (1.5T Picker, 1.5T, Siemens, for 3.0T Soemens, 3T General Electric, 4T General Electric) that performed the same protocol. After obtaining a sagittal localizer scan to confirm head placement, a T 2 -weighted structural scan was obtained in the oblique axial, anterior commissure -posterior commissure (AC-PC) plane using a fast spin echo or turbo spin echo sequence (field of view [FOV] = 22 cm, 27 slices, 4 mm slice with 1 mm skip, repetition time/echo time (TR/TE) = 5000/68 ms, echo train length or turbo factor = 12 or 13, 256 3 192 matrix, total scan time = 1:30 min). Five Siemens sites collected field maps to create voxel-shift maps to correct for image distortions in areas of high magnetic inhomogeneity. 37 The field map protocol (from Massachusetts General Hospital) collected magnitude and phase contrast in separate scans at a bandwidth of þ100 kHz or equivalent 64 3 Each block was composed of a prompt; an encode period when a memory set composed of 1, 3, or 5 digits was presented; a probe period; and interleaved fixation periods. Blocks included only one memory set with each memory set size presented twice per run. The prompt was the word ''Learn,'' which was presented for 1.5 seconds. Following 0.5 seconds of blank screen, the memory set was presented for 6.0 seconds. A blank screen lasting 1.0 second appeared between encode and probe period. Each of the 14 probes was presented for 1.1 seconds followed by a jittered blank screen interval lasting 1.543 seconds on the average. The minimum duration for the blank screen was 0.6 seconds, and the maximum was 2.486 seconds. Jittered intervals were selected so that the total probe interval always equaled 38 seconds. A flickering cross-hair appeared during a jittered fixation period, which lasted 12.0 seconds on the average and ranged from 4.0 seconds to 20 seconds. Time series of T 2 *-weighted images were obtained while participants performed 3 runs of the SIRP (pulse sequence = echoplanar image or spiral single-shot gradient echo protocol, scan plane = oblique axial AC-PC, FOV = 22 cm, 27 slices, 4 mm slice thickness with 1 mm skip, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 6 2 ms (3T/4T), 40 6 2 ms (1.5T), flip angle = 90°, 64 3 64 matrix). For each of the 3 runs, 3 dummy acquisitions were programmed into the sequence followed by 177 active frames.
Next, a high resolution, 3D T 1 -weighted scan was obtained using an inversion-recovery prepared, fast spoiled gradient-recalled sequence at General Electric sites and a magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence at Siemens sites (scan plane = sagittal, FOV = 22 3 22 cm, 256 3 192 matrix, 160-170 slices, 1.2 mm slice thickness, TR/TE = 2300/2.99, flip angle = 9°, scan time = 7-9 min. The slice prescription at the Picker site was FOV = 24 cm, 256 3 256 matrix, 120 slices, 1.2 mm slice thickness, TR/TE = 1300/3.7, flip angle = 20°. Within each session, additional runs were performed to obtain functional brain data associated with an auditory oddball task, a sensorimotor task, and a breath hold task. These data will be presented elsewhere.
In order to share images across sites, locally stored images were registered with the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) 38 using upload scripts and procedures developed by the Function Biomedical Informatics Research Network (fBIRN). Upload scripts were developed not only to register locally stored images but also to create XCEDE XML files containing image characteristics and to convert images into the NIfTI-1 format. 39
Image Analysis
Images were processed with a developmental version of the fBIRN Image Processing System (FIPS), an image analysis pipeline primarily using routines from the FMRIB Software Library (FSL). 40 In the version of FIPS used here, preprocessing steps were separated from the remainder of the FIPS pipeline, with XML and related files developed to track provenance information. The preprocessing scripts used FSL's MCFLIRT to motion correct the time series of each subject (aligning to the middle volume), PRELUDE and FUGUE to B 0 correct images at sites where field maps were collected, and ''slicetimer'' to correct images for slice-timing differences. 40 To equilibrate images for potential site differences in the BOLD signal due to spatial smoothness, we smoothed all 3D volumes to 8-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). 41 The smooth-to script used FSL's ''betfunc'' program to skull-strip the fMRI dataset, then Freesurfer's ''mri_fwhm'' program 42 to iteratively determine the appropriate width for the smoothing kernel and FSL's ''ip'' program to spatially smooth the fMRI dataset to the prescribed smoothness.
Image Quality Assurance Screening. Because this federated imaging database was created while upload scripts, the fBIRN quality assurance tool, SRB directory structures, and the NIfTI format were still being developed and tested, some upload and file format errors occurred. These errors were identified by checking for incomplete datasets, examining the content of the XCEDE XML files that accompanied uploaded NIfTI images, by checking image header information and by visual inspection of the images. Typical errors involved missing files, incorrect slice number, slice order, timing, or orientation information. Once problems were identified, scripts were written to repair NIfTI and XCEDE XML files on a case-by-case basis, as required.
Mapping Functional Contrast. Following preprocessing, the functional time series for each run was high-pass filtered (65 s), intensity normalized to a whole brain mean of 10, 000 and spatially normalized by a 12-parameter affine transformation to Montreal Neurological Institute-152 atlas space. 43 We fit a general linear model (GLM) to the MR signal of each subject's preprocessed functional time series for each SIRP run to estimate the BOLD response associated with each memory set size for encode and probe periods within a run. The indicator coding of memory set conditions was convolved with a single gamma density distribution (r = 3 s, delay to peak = 6 s or, equivalently, shape = 5.83, scale = 1.24) to produce 6 explanatory variables, one for each of the 3 memory set sizes associated with either encode or probe block periods. Encode and probe periods were modeled to separate the BOLD response to encoding events from the BOLD response to probes, which were the focus of the current study. The GLM also included temporal derivatives of the main explanatory variables to account for specific temporal shifts of the BOLD response that might vary over load level, event type, and run. Both linear and quadratic terms were included in the GLM to account for baseline drift.
The GLM produced 3 BOLD regression weights per run for the encode period. Each regression weight corresponded to the BOLD response of a single memory set size for encode or probe periods and did not themselves represent the effect of memory set size on the BOLD signal. In order to estimate the impact of memory set size, we applied standard polynomial contrast coefficients to the regression weights associated with each memory set. 44 Linear and quadratic contrasts of (regression) parameter estimates (ie, COPES) were derived for each participant and exhaustively accounted for the memory set size effect. The linear contrast compared the BOLD response for the 5-item memory set against the 1-item memory set, whereas the quadratic contrast compared the BOLD response for the 3-item memory set against the BOLD response to the other 2 memory set sizes. For each subject, the magnitude of the linear or quadratic COPE and an estimate of its variability derived from BOLD model residuals were passed to a second-level analysis to combine COPES from separate runs, yielding a crossrun COPE value for each trend contrast. 45 The crossrun COPE values for the linear and quadratic memory set size trends were formed by the weighted sum of COPES from individual runs with the weights inversely proportional to the run-specific variation of each run's COPE value. 45 These crossrun linear and quadratic trends were correlated with the cognitive model parameters to test for group differences in correlations between BOLD response to increasing memory load and cognitive model parameters. Because the cognitive model parameters, described below, combined data from positive and negative trials, we did not model the BOLD signal separately for positive and negative probes.
RT Models. We developed 4 probability models to measure memory scanning speed in our RT data. Because error rates were so low (see below), accuracy was not modeled. We could have fit lines separately to the RT data from positive and negative trials to obtain 2 slope and 2 intercept parameters. The slope parameters would have been related to the memory scanning construct we sought to measure. If, however, the 2 slope parameters were different, we would have had to separately correlate the positive and negative slopes with BOLD variables or justify a scheme to combine the two slopes into a composite value. We would have also lost an opportunity to learn about the strategies our participants used to perform the SIRP. The models described below make specific a priori predictions about how the slopes of positive and negative trials should relate and elucidate different strategies participants might use to perform the task. Each of the models considered involved only 3 parameters and is more parsimonious than the 4-parameter, 2-slope/2-intercept model. The 4 models described below variously incorporated the ideas of exhaustive or self-terminating search and serial or parallel processing described in the introduction. As a group, the models possessed a broad theoretical scope and could fit a wide range of RT slopes (see figure 2 ). Although the group of models considered represented a broad range of theoretical ideas, specific models made commitments to specific constructs. By selecting the model with the best fit to our RT data, we were able to identify strategies participants used to perform the SIRP. The models are described next and in figure 3 . Specific equations fit to the RT data can be obtained from the authors.
Serial Models: Exhaustive or Self-Terminating. Let t 1 be the fraction of a memory set item successfully scanned per millisecond of processing when processing capacity is applied only to one item at a time and 1 t 1 be the scan time for one item. If all the processing capacity is applied to one item until its scanning is completed before reallocating the capacity to the next item, the scanning process is serial. 8, 9 When serial memory scanning exhaustively com-pares the target against all kitems in a memory set before a response is made, the expected total RT, E(T), would be k times the scan time for one item plus an intercept. The intercept accounts for time taken to perform nonscanning processes, such as stimulus encoding, decision making, and response execution. This model is represented by model A in figure 3 . The figure shows the assumed processing of a 3-parameter memory set {8 5 2} for a positive trial where the probe is 5. The first column in the figure shows a step where memory scanning of one of the digits in the memory set is completed. Column 2 shows which digits were scanned at a particular step, and column 4 indicates when the memory scanning process is terminated. The third column represents the presumed serial processing where the light gray triangle shows which digit is being scanned during each step. The main features of this model are the serial nature of the scanning and the completion of the scanning for all items in the memory set even when the target probe has already been scanned (see the second step). The exhaustive serial model includes one scanning capacity parameter, t 1 , and 2 intercept parameters-one for positive trials and one for negative trials.
Plausibly, individuals might stop memory scanning on positive trials when they find a memory set item that matches the target. 9 If the position of targets in the memory set were to be randomly assigned, the self-termination of serial memory scanning on positive trials would be expected to occur on average after half of the items in the memory set were scanned. 9 On negative trials, individuals would always scan all items. Consequently, the ratio of negative to positive RT slopes would be 2:1. The self-terminating serial model is shown in figure  3B , where search is terminated after successfully scanning probe item 5 on the second step. Like the exhaustive model, the self-terminating model involves one scanning capacity parameter and 2 intercepts.
Parallel Model With Moderately Limited Capacity and Stochastic Independence. The third model assumes at least as many processing channels as items in the memory set with each item processed by one channel. On the first processing step, let processing capacity be assigned equally to each channel, which operates in parallel and independently of the remaining channels. If the process-ing capacity is equal in each channel and unrelated to the number of channels, total processing capacity is unlimited because capacity can be increased by adding channels. If processing capacity in each channel is diminished as load increases, the system has moderately limited capacity. 8 By implication, the processing capacity for remaining items increases as the scan of an item is completed. These assumptions are represented in figure 3C where 3 channels process the 3 items in the memory set on the first step. In the figure, increased scanning capacity is represented by the increasingly darker triangles after successful scanning of a particular memory set item. This model predicts more rapid scanning slopes on positive trials than the serial models discussed above because processing capacity is augmented for subsequent items once processing of an item is complete. On the average, the ratio of negative to positive slopes predicted by this model is about 3:1. 8 As with the serial models, the model involves 1 scanning capacity parameter and 2 intercepts.
Two-Process Hybrid Model. The long 38-second probe period spanning 14 probes might have caused the mental representation of items included in the memory set to become corrupted. The hybrid model assumes that once memory scanning is complete for a particular probe, participants use the probe as a cue to retrieve the memory set from episodic memory. The search continues until the memory set retrieved matches the memory set scanned or until total search effort is exceeded. The search is assumed to be serial and self-terminating, implying that larger memory sets would take longer to retrieve. Computationally, the hybrid model subsumes the serial exhaustive model of memory scanning of figure 3A and a serial self-terminating model of memory search like figure 3B. Because the memory sets studied were small, search would generally be successful and terminated before the search effort was exceeded. Thus, the serial, selfterminating search process would add a second positive slope term to the slope term associated with memory scanning. For negative trials, the search process would generally proceed until it was exhausted. The effects of memory search, therefore, would be seen as a constant offset in the intercept on negative trials, with the slope on negative trials determined by the memory scanning rate and uninfluenced by the search rate. Because the effects of memory search on positive trials would be seen in the slope-determined by both the scanning capacity parameter t 1 and the search capacity parameter t 2 -whereas the slope of the negative trials would be determined only by the scanning rate t 1 , the slopes of positive and negative trials would tend to converge. The intercept of the negative trials is assumed to be the positive trial intercept plus the time taken to exhaust memory search for the 5-item memory set. Thus, the hybrid model has 3 parameters: the scanning rate t 1 , the search rate t 2 , and the positive intercept. Model Comparisons. All the models described above make the same prediction for the slope of negative trials; all models also have 3 parameters. As seen in figure 2 and discussed above, the models differ considerably when predicting the slopes of positive trials. Among the models considered, the hybrid model uniquely predicts a smaller slope on negative than positive trials because the positive slope is assumed to be determined by both t 1 and t 2 whereas the negative slope is determined only by t 1 . Moreover, the hybrid model predicts larger intercepts for negative trials rather than fitting separate positive and negative intercepts to RTs.
Statistical Analysis
Behavioral Data. Subjects were defined as being on task if they responded on at least 80% of the trials and responded correctly beyond chance levels on each run. The 80% cutoff was determined by plotting the number of trials completed in the group of healthy participants and using Tukey fencing rule to identify outliers. 46 Ten schizophrenia patients and 3 healthy comparison subjects were excluded from the study for not being on task. Most datasets dropped represented a failure to understand directions, such as responding only to positive targets, or reflected random responding. Individuals who were on task responded at high levels of accuracy when accuracy was measured as a percentage of trials where a response was recorded: healthy volunteers mean = 97.68 6 2.74%, schizophrenia patients (SZ) = 95.42 6 4.82%. An additional 3 patients and 7 healthy comparison subjects had behavioral data but no imaging data. These subjects were also omitted from the analysis.
We performed a fixed-effects analysis of variance to test for effects of group, memory set size, trial type, site, run, and their interactions on RTs. When violations of the sphericity assumption for repeated measures were detected, Huynh-Feldt fractional adjustments to degrees of freedom were made. 47 Parameters Estimation and Model Selection. We used the simplex search method of Nelder and Mead to estimate parameters for each model. 48 Once parameters were estimated, a model generated predicted RTs for each memory set size, separately for positive and negative trials. These predicted values were compared with mean RTs for memory set size per trial type combination of each subject. We calculated the residual sums of squares and the Bayesian Information Criterion to assess the fit of a model's predicted RTs to observed mean RTs. 49 The Bayesian Information Criterion adds to a measure of the error in a model's fit a penalty term that increases as the number of parameters in the model increases. 49 Correlating Model Parameters With Imaging Data. We used AFNI's 3dRegAna program to correlate model parameters voxel-wise with COPE maps within group and to test for group differences in the correlation of model parameters with COPE values for the linear and quadratic trends. 50 Because RTs have been found so consistently to be a linear function of increasing memory set size, we began with the assumption that scanning and search parameters would be linearly related to the brain's response to memory load. We investigated possible nonlinear relationships in exploratory analyses and in plots of residuals for selected brain regions, especially when correlating model parameters with the quadratic trend. Group differences in the correlation of a particular model parameter with BOLD response to memory load were tested using a regression model. Tests of the regression weight associated with an interaction term formed by the product of a dummy coding for group with a model parameter indicated whether the correlation of a model parameter with the BOLD value was significantly different between groups. 44 The model also included a dummy coding of magnet sites to control for mean site variation. 44 The importance of nuisance variables in moderating the relationship between a model parameter and BOLD response to memory load were also studied by including three way products involving group, the model parameter, and the nuisance variable. Three nuisance variables were studied: site, age, and predicted IQ. The importance of the nuisance variable was investigated by testing the change in R 2 associated with adding the nuisance variable. 44 We used AFNI's AlphaSim simulation routine to identify a volume threshold to protect against detecting a large number of false positives during the voxel-wise analysis. 51 The cluster of correlations was considered to be significantly different from zero if the correlation in each voxel of the cluster was significantly different from zero at P < .01 and if adjacent significant voxels together formed a significance volume of at least 1893 mm 3 . When calculating the significance volume, we assumed a smoothness of 8 mm, a connectivity radius requiring that the faces or edges of voxels touch to be considered adjacent, and a voxel-wise P = .01. Simulations indicated that under the null hypothesis of zero correlation within each brain voxel less than 5% of brains studied would show at least one false positive cluster that exceeded the significance volume threshold. 51
Results
Subject Characteristics
Although healthy comparison subjects were significantly better educated than schizophrenia patients and had significantly greater projected IQs, the 2 groups did not differ on age, gender, handedness, or paternal education (see table 1 ). Patients displayed mild levels of negative symptoms of schizophrenia on the SANS with greater factor scores on apathy (2.25 6 1.32) and anhedonia (2.55 6 1.42) than affective flattening (1.67 6 1.54), inattention (1.30 6 1.29), and alogia (1.10 6 1.24).
Response Times
When averaged across load, stimulus type, run, and site, the RTs of schizophrenia patients were significantly slower than those of healthy controls (controls: 702 6 129.53 ms, patients: 784 6 125.82 ms, F 1,168 = 18.927, P < .001, g 2 = 0.11). As seen in figure 4, schizophrenia patients had significantly larger slopes than healthy controls, indicating slower scanning times, F 1.8,295 = 8.182, P = .001, g 2 = 0.05. The group difference in slope did not significantly interact with site, target type, or run (all g 2 < 0.03). Participants in both groups responded more slowly on negative than positive trials F 1,168 = 228.43, P < .001, g 2 = 0.58. This disparity was significantly greater for schizophrenia patients compared with healthy participants F 1,168 = 10.87, P = .001, g 2 = 0.06. The greater disparity between negative and positive RTs found among schizophrenia patients tended to normalize by the third run F 2,336 = 4.19, P = .016, g 2 = 0.024. No other effects involving group were significant. Site, in particular, did not interact with group (P = .865, g 2 = 0.019).
Model Parameters
As seen in figure 4 , the slopes of the positive and negative load curves were not parallel but rather tended to converge F 2,336 = 17.34, P < .001, g 2 = 0.09. The finding of nonparallel slopes did not depend on group (P = .667, g 2 = 0.004). Only the hybrid model correctly predicts the observed converging pattern. Mean residual sums of squares and mean Bayesian Information Criterion values averaged over individuals within group confirm that the hybrid model fit RTs of both groups better than did the other 3 models (see table 2 ). We therefore report findings involving the hybrid model's memory scanning and memory search parameters. Schizophrenia patients experienced significantly slower memory scanning and memory search speeds (scan speed: t 181 = 2.91, P = .004, 2-tailed, means 6 SD: patients = 49.45 6 21.25 ms; comparison subjects = 40.82 6 18.75 ms; search speed: t 181 = 3.70, P < .001, 2-tailed, means: patients = 23.59 6 16.01 ms, comparison subjects = 15.88 6 12.06 ms).
Correlation of Parameters With Activation Maps
The variance of memory scanning parameter values was significantly greater among schizophrenia patients than among healthy controls, F 1,181 = 3.93, P = .049. Because the regression weights that we compared below would vary if the groups compared differed in their variances, even though the correlation coefficients were the same, we standardized parameter values to the same scale before proceeding with further analysis. The standardization was accomplished by performing a within group, normalizing, rank to z transformation of the memory scanning and memory search speeds. 44, 52 Within each group, the hybrid model's memory scanning and search parameters were separately correlated with the linear and quadratic trends that represented the BOLD response to increasing memory load for probe events. Group differences in the correlation of the scan parameter with the linear memory load were observed in multiple cortical and subcortical sites (table 3) . Areas of group differences in correlation were observed in the (1) right precuneus extending subcortically to the tail of the right caudate nucleus, (2) left middle frontal gyrus extending toward the head of the caudate nucleus, (3) left inferior frontal gyrus extending to the head of the caudate, (4) bilateral caudate, and (5) the right frontopolar gyrus. Group differences in the correlation of the scan parameter with the quadratic memory load trend were observed in an area encompassing the left entorhinal and perirhinal cortex and the anterior parahippocampal gyrus and in the right postcentral and precentral gyri (table 3 and figure 5 ). Generally, the 3-way interaction of group, scan parameter value, and site was not significant in any of the areas listed in table 3, indicating that site differences did not significantly mediate the group differences in correlations we observed. Two exceptions were the finding of a 3-way interaction in the tail of the right caudate for the linear memory load trend and a 3-way interaction in the right postcentral gyrus for the quadratic memory load trend.
There was no brain area where a group difference in correlation of the search parameter with the linear trend was significant at the cluster volume threshold that we set. Two regions in the right middle frontal cortex did show group differences in the pattern of correlation of speed of memory search with the quadratic BOLD response to increasing memory load (table 4) .
In all the areas where group differences in correlations were found, the correlations of healthy volunteers were positive and larger than among patients with schizophrenia. The pattern of memory scanning correlation in the left inferior frontal gyrus for the linear trend and in the left entorhinal/perirhinal cortex for the quadratic trend are plotted in figure 6 . The plot in figure 6A suggests that healthy participants who scanned the memory set more slowly experienced their largest BOLD response to the highest memory load compared with Note: Parallel MoLCSI is parallel moderately limited capacity with stochastic independence. Interpreting the relationship between scanning speed and the quadratic response to increasing memory load in the entorhinal/perirhinal cortex was more complex. Healthy volunteers who scanned the memory set fastest tended to show a smaller quadratic BOLD response to memory load, whereas healthy controls who scanned more slowly displayed a larger quadratic response; patients displayed the opposite pattern figure 6B. Regression analyses confirmed this cross-over pattern: healthy controls, F 1,92 = 4.74, P = .032, r = 0.22; schizophrenia patients, F 1,80 = 31.13, P < .001, r = À0.53. Inspection of mean BOLD response to each memory set size in the perirhinal and entorhinal cortex cluster revealed negative BOLD responses to probes for all memory set sizes. The pattern for fast healthy controls revealed near zero BOLD response to memory sets with one digit and larger degrees of inhibition for the memory sets with 3 or 5 digits. Slow scanning healthy controls showed a large degree of inhibition only for the largest set size. Fast responding patients with schizophrenia showed the same pattern as slow responding controls, whereas the slow scanning schizophrenia patients showed greater overall inhibition with the largest negative BOLD response appearing during probes at the intermediate memory load.
We investigated whether age or projected IQ mediated the group difference in correlation pattern between scanning speed and BOLD response to memory load in the frontal areas central to our hypothesis and in the left perirhinal/entorhinal cluster. Neither age nor estimated IQ had a mediational effect in theses areas. We also tested the assumption that the relationship between scanning speed and BOLD response to memory load was linear by adding a quadratic memory scanning predictor to the analysis model. Adding a quadratic memory scanning term did not improve the analysis model's fit to the BOLD memory load response in inferior frontal, middle frontal, or perirhinal/entorhinal clusters.
Discussion
Performance on the serial item recognition test was best accounted for by a probability model that included both memory scanning and memory search parameters. Of the models explored, only the hybrid retrieval model correctly predicted the convergence of RT slopes for negative and positive trials across increasing memory set sizes. The model also correctly predicted the larger intercepts observed in the negative trials. The converging slope is not typically reported in memory scanning studies of patients with schizophrenia. [25] [26] [27] Its occurrence in this study might have been related to the relatively lengthy probe period employed, adding a memory search term as described by the hybrid model. Additionally, earlier studies involved considerably smaller sample sizes lessening the statistical power to detect subtle slope differences.
Group differences were found in the correlation of memory scanning speed with linear increases in BOLD response to increasing memory load during the probe period. These differential patterns of correlation were found in left dorsal and ventral PFC, confirming the study's main hypothesis, and included the caudate nucleus. The results are compatible with the finding of abnormal brain response in the PFC and basal ganglia among patients with schizophrenia performing the SIRP. 20 The present results extend the previous group analysis by showing that abnormal patterns of correlation between scanning speed and BOLD response to memory load occur in PFC and caudate of patients with schizophrenia. Studies of the frontocaudate network in working memory have implicated the PFC, especially the ventral PFC, in the maintenance of information with the caudate involved in executive aspects of WM. 54, 55 Given the hypothesized contribution of the caudate to executive aspects of WM, caudate activity might contribute to the interface between the scanning and decisionmaking processes involved in the SIRP. We also observed a differential pattern of correlation between memory scanning speed and the linear BOLD response to memory load in the right precuneus. This region participates in the allocation of spatial attention to the perception of numbers and their relative locations 56 and, in our data, appears to be involved in accounting for individual differences in scanning speed among healthy volunteers. Given inconsistencies in prior studies regarding lateralized PFC activation during SIRP performance and its differences between groups, 2,20 we did not have clear a priori hypotheses regarding laterality. In the present study, group differences in correlation of memory scanning with brain activity showed significant effects only in the left PFC. A possible interpretation of this finding is that one strategy by which digits are actively maintained in WM is covert verbal rehearsal as was suggested by Sternberg in his original work. 63 Rehearsal might have engaged left PFC more strongly and been more critical at higher loads, accounting for the association of slower scanning speed with greater activation at higher loads we observed among healthy participants. It should be noted that the literature concerning PFC specialization by material type is controversial (for review, see D'Esposito et al, 1998), 64 and other aspects of performance may have accounted for hemispheric differences.
In areas where group differences in the correlation between the scanning parameter and the linear BOLD response to memory load were found, healthy volunteers with faster scanning speeds also showed less activation of BOLD response as the memory set size increased. Together, the behavioral and brain data imply that fast scanning healthy volunteers require little additional neurocognitive capacity to scan working memory when scanning load is increased. Slower scanning, healthy participants showed linear increases in BOLD response to increasing scanning load. Unlike healthy participants, patients with schizophrenia showed an uncoupling of performance to brain response in the PFC and caudate as memory load increased.
Interpreting correlations involving the quadratic BOLD response to increasing memory load was more complex. A detailed analysis of the differential group patterns of scanning speed with the quadratic BOLD trend revealed a cross-over pattern of correlation. Examination of the BOLD response during the probe period to each memory load revealed a consistent pattern of negative BOLD values for all conditions in both groups. The BOLD response to a probe of a memory set of a particular size compared brain activity during the presentation of an item probe with the BOLD responce to a fixation cross. It is reasonable, therefore, to hypothesize that the negative BOLD response was due to neural inhibition rather than to the activating potency of the fixation stimulus. Interestingly, there is considerable animal and human evidence to support the hypothesis that neural function in the perirhinal cortex is inhibited during recognition memory probes. 57, 58 In some theories, the inhibition can have a cascading effect, reducing neural activity in nearby entorhinal and anterior parahippocampal cortex. 57 Assuming that the negative BOLD response was due to inhibition during the memory probe period rather than to activation during the fixation condition, an interesting pattern of inhibition appeared in the results. Fast scanning healthy controls showed an augmented inhibitory response to memory sets containing 3 or 5 digits. Slow scanning healthy controls showed an augmented inhibi-tory response that appeared only when 5-item memory sets were probed. Fast responding patients with schizophrenia showed a pattern of inhibitory augmentation very similar to slower scanning healthy participants. Slow scanning patients showed a disordered pattern of inhibition that was present even during probes of the smallest memory set, crested when 3 digits were probed, and declined during the 5 probe set.
The study findings depend in part on which model best fit the data. The extent to which the pattern of correlations would differ if models other than the hybrid model were selected could only be determined by correlating parameters fromeach ofthe proposedmodels withbrainactivity.Given that the core study findings involved a memory scanning parameter, derived from the exhaustive search component ofthehybridmodel,itispossiblethatsimilar findingswould have been obtained had the scanning parameter of the exhaustive serial model been correlated with BOLD response ( figure 3A ). Yet, the evidence for the hybrid model was reasonably strong. It not only fit the RTs of both groups better than the other models, it also was the only model that predicted converging slopes for positive and negative trials, a finding that appeared in both groups. Moreover, the mean scanning time estimated for healthy participants, 40.82 milliseconds, was similar to what has been reported among healthy individuals, 9 while the mean search time, 15.88 milliseconds, was similar to times from recognition memory studies. 59, 60 We did not directly test the hypothesis that the memory search process served to recheck the veridicality of the scan decision before it was emitted. Rather, the notion of rechecking was taken from the theories of lexical activation, another high-speed cognitive process. Studies directly comparing mechanisms underlying recognition memory and lexical activation support the plausibility of theories that postulate common cognitive mechanisms. 61, 62 Although our application of rechecking to memory scanning is plausible, it requires further verification.
As with many voxel-wise brain-imaging analyses, the analysis in this article was exploratory. The results from this study need to be replicated before definite conclusions can be reached. This is particularly important given that the observed correlations generally varied in the þ0.45 to -0.45 range. Whether different probability models fit different subgroups of schizophrenia patients needs to be explored in more detail. Exploratory analyses aimed at identifying subgroups of schizophrenia patients might be initially pursued in a cluster analysis that included scanning model parameters, functional brain images, and clinical data. The findings from our study might be limited by the specific SIRP task used. Our version included a long probe period that was efficient in obtaining brain activity data during the probe period, yet might have introduced cognitive processes not usually associated with memory scanning into the task. Finally, our study only examined WM processes involved in accessing information maintained over short periods in the face of distraction. It adds little new information about how schizophrenia might influence other WM processes, such as strategic shifts of attention, information manipulation, episodic memory encoding, and maintenance of WM span. Study results are specific to the scanning of simple verbal stimuli and to patients with chronic schizophrenia.
Our data indicate that among individuals with schizophrenia, memory scanning speed is uncoupled from the brain's response to increasing WM load in the PFC and caudate nuclei. Moreover, schizophrenia patients show either an inefficient or disordered pattern of inhibition as WM load increases in the left perirhinal/entorhinal cortex. These results are compatible with neither a simple inefficiency model nor a simple deficit model. They do show that variations in the severity of cognitive function among individuals with schizophrenia appear to involve a disordered pattern of activation and inhibition among several brain regions, even when performing a task as simple as memory scanning.
